
 

 

HRD ATTESTATION 

HRD Attestation is compulsory to legalize your documents in a foreign country for the purpose of higher 

studies or employment. HRD attestation is done only for educational certificates by respective state 

HRDs after university verification. The attestation is done only for government approved 

(UGC/AICTE/NCERT) educational documents. 

Tamil Nadu HRD attestation is required when a student who completed his/her education from Tamil 

Nadu plan to migrate to another country for higher studies or employment. The HRD attestation from 

Tamil Nadu is issued for educational certificates or mark sheets issued by the state of Tamil Nadu. If you 

are a person who has completed their education in Tamil Nadu, then you need to get your documents 

attested from the Tamil Nadu HRD to use abroad. 

Tamil Nadu HRD attestation is mandatory for any students who completed their studies from the state 

of Tamil Nadu. It is required for getting admissions in universities and schools abroad. For admission in 

foreign universities and schools, you need to prove the authenticity of the educational certificates. Tamil 

Nadu HRD attestation is done to verify that the educational documents provided by you are issued from 

government recognized universities and schools in Tamil Nadu. HRD Attestation Tamil Nadu is also 

required for employment verification abroad. 

We have over 20 years of experience in the field of document attestation services. The trust, and 

reliability that our customers has in us made us a trustworthy companion for them throughout these 

years. Our motto is a quick, hassle-free and secure document attestation services to all our customers 

who approach us. 



The procedure to complete process that is required to get HRD / HOME DEPARTMENT / RED SEAL 

attestation in Tamilnadu state issued Degree/Diploma/Birth/marriage/ single status certificates in 

Chennai secretariat, . This information will be very useful for all candidates those who wish to get HRD / 

HOME DEPARTMENT / RED SEAL attestation to go abroad :- HRD attestation is common for all counties 

and once you completed the state HRD process it will be valid for all countries to get embassy 

attestation in future. So if you have any plan to get job are permanent residence in abroad better you 

can get HRD attestation in advance to avoid unnecessary delay in visa processing. If you have HRD 

attestation ready , you can get concern embassy attestation in quick process. 

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR HRD ATTESTATION IN TAMIL NADU | CHENNAI HOME DEPARTMENT 

ATTESTATION IN TAMIL NADU | CHENNAI IS :1. Original Degree,2. Mark sheet copy,3. Passport photo 

copies 

4. Passport size photo -2 ,5. Any supportive documents if applicable 

 

 

 


